
B E N C H A L I S T
Your Workbench Specialist



YOUR WORKBENCH SPECIALIST.

BENCHALIST represents ergonomic workbenches and innovative 
workspace furnishings for watchmakers, goldsmiths and jewellers.

BENCHALIST stands for comprehensive advice, individual design 
and manufacturing at our premises.

BENCHALIST combines best quality with latest technologies.

WE ARE BENCHALIST.

Diligence, high demands and devotion – due to our philosophy 
BENCHALIST workbenches have established renown reputation 
within the watchmaker’s and goldsmith’s craft.

Many years of cross-industry experience make companies in 
Switzerland and Germany trust in our expertise in setting up 
perfect workspaces.

An ideal synergy of expert knowledge, experience and manufacturing 
know how ensures your new workbench is fulfilling all your 
requirements. This is our expertise.

Our manufacturing portfolio covers a wide range of products and 
accessories. An advanced planning software and our manufacturing 
possibilities for specific custom-made products assist us in providing 
our customers a fast, flexible and extensive support in the entire 
process of setting up workspaces efficiently.

BENCHALIST places a great emphasis on liability, quality and lifetime 
- always at the highest level.

Our approach is underlined by long-term customer relationships – 
and we are happy about it!



PERFECTION IS 
OUR STANDARD.

BENCHALIST SETS NEW STANDARDS.

Whether a small individual order or a large-scale series 
production.

Whether a modular workbench system or a custom-made 
product.

We execute every order with the greatest care and in close 
coordination with our customer. 



OUR QUALIFICATION

BENCHALIST is never oriented towards the most necessary, but 
ever to the most possible.

FUNCTIONALITY & ERGONOMICS

We create a capable working basis for you, including a fully devel-
oped functionality combined with a well thought-out ergonomic 
design. Because your workplace is a decisive factor for a precise 
crafting process.

BENCHALIST – We take a broader view.

BENCHALIST sets new standards when it comes to productivity, and 
finally to health at work. For a valid reason. Because purchasing a 
new workbench mostly means a long-term investment in an efficient 
and pleasant way to work. Therefore we offer our customers the 
best choices.

DISCOVER 
OUR INSPIRING 
PERFECTION OF 
CRAFTSMANSHIP.

INNOVATION & IMPROVEMENT

With BENCHALIST you are in touch with the latest trends.

The latest findings in ergonomic workplace design, high quality materials and smart details are 
the key elements for our continued product development. Thanks to our experience and by the 
use of mature theoretical and professional manufacturing processes we are able to meet all kinds 
of requirements.

With locally manufactured, innovative new products BENCHALIST always is looking ahead to the 
future.

Despite this progressiveness we continue to follow the proven principles of quality workmanship 
in a down-to-earth manner.

Latest technology, unequalled prospects.



QUALITY & FLEXIBILITY

Flexible manufacturing and outstanding quality.

BENCHALIST places great emphasis on the quality of materials, and their careful 
processing. This approach indicates our passion for precise crafts we share with you.

All the various product components exclusively consist of quality materials from 
Germany and Switzerland which guarantees a high stable value.

Thus from first-class materials are assembled special workbenches and furnishings 
with multiple design options and numerous detailed solutions. 

Since special demands require highest flexibility you have almost no limits in the broad 
choice of models, materials, sizes and accessories.



MODULAR WORKSPACE SYSTEMS
FOR VARYING DEMANDS.

BENCHALIST modular workspace systems are convincing with their numerous 
configuration possibilities and a wide range of accessories and options.

What would you like?

MODULAR SYSTEM

TABLE FRAMES - CAPABLE & MODERN

Within our modular series you may choose between these high quality 
table frames:

I straight-lined four-leg frame, steel or stainless steel
II robust four-leg frame, steel 
III modern two-column frame, aluminium 
IV classic frame with side panels, fine hardwoods

I II



HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT - ELECTRICAL & MANUAL

For designing ergonomically oriented workspaces we offer table frames 
made of steel or aluminium with three different ways of height adjustment: 
  
 ° A simple, elegant system with manual height adjustment by adjusting screws.
 ° The hydraulic height adjustment contains a pluggable, easy to use crank handle for moving the table frame up and down.
 ° With the comfortable hydraulic, electrical height adjustment the motorised workbench can be set up to the optimum working 

level quietly and quickly.

ALL MODULAR WORKBENCHES 

ARE AVAILABLE AS A 

WATCHMAKER´S BENCH 

MODEL AND A GOLDSMITH´S 

BENCH MODEL.

III IV



TABLETOP - ROBUST & WELL-DESIGNED

An important part of the elegant design are materials that not just look high-class, but prove 
their value stability in daily working life. We manufacture tabletops from different materials 
according to your wishes:

I The surface of high-quality hardwoods is elaborately finished by varnishing and pickling  
 techniques.
II Tabletops with linoleum surface, the soft and natural feel of which is especially suitable for 
 final assembly. 
III Very stable multi plywood panels with HPL coating on both sides offer a wide variety of  
 thickness, decor and colour.
IV The innovative Woodcoat powder coating ensures seamless, easy to clean and extreme  
 robust tabletops, the shape, colour and design of which you may select according to your  
 wishes.

ARMRESTS - FUNCTIONAL & COMFORTABLE
Our upholstered and robust armrests made of materials like Alcantara, 
imitation leather or leather support you in keeping a steady hand 
and precise working. Please make your choice between armrests 
that are firmly connected to the tabletop or a three-dimensional 
adjustability through a special ball joint.

MODULAR SYSTEM



WORKING AREA - CUSTOMISED & CONVERTIBLE

In order your tabletop permanently remains pretty we recommend for your 
working area convertible table inserts made of Corian or linoleum. Linoleum has 
a slightly softer surface, Corian is very durable and resistant to many solvents.

ESD - SPECIFIC & INDIVIDUAL
To meet specific requirements and for protection against 
electrostatic discharge we offer our workspace systems 
also as ESD models.



MODULAR SYSTEM

TECHNOLOGY - SKILFUL & VERSATILE

Our innovative modular rail for technical devices consists of 
flushed with the surface modules which are variable in position 
and arrangement. Whether a lamp holder, compressed air, mount 
for tablet computers or retractable docking station with integrated 
USB port – Please select from our modular technical portfolio!

To ensure tidiness our BENCHALIST workbenches may be equipped 
with a functional cable and media storage including swing door 
at the back panel.

All workbenches are basically equipped with an upgradeable triple 
power socket and an easily accessible main power switch at the 
front of the bench.



CONTAINERS & DRAWERS -
CLEVER & SMART

Silently & smooth-running full extension drawers with 
self-closing feature in combination with high-class 
solid wooden drawers provide a flexible arrangement 
and make your workspace look well- organised. 

Containers are lockable if desired, and available in 
different types of steel.

EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES!



Width 1200 - 1600 mm
Depth 650 - 850 mm
Height 900 - 1200 mm

The MODULAR I bench combines functional design and maximum flexibility 
at the workspace. Whether as watchmaker’s or goldsmith’s bench - the 
straightforward four-leg frame made of steel or stainless steel with a panelled 
back and sides contains four inside located hydraulic cylinders with a lifting 
capacity of 150 kg each. The inner bench legs are extended downwards, and 
the whole bench is lifted up including all attachments.

Electrical height adjustment or by crank handle.

Watchmaker’s bench model

MODULAR I



I This tabletop made of solid beech - stained, 
varnished or untreated - is equipped with an inserted 
linoleum worktop. An upstand at three sides and a 
front-sided milled groove prevent small components 
from escaping. The upholstered armrest is firmly 
connected to the milled tabletop.

II A closed back panel with integrated storage 
space for electric devices or cables provides a tidy 
workplace environment.

III The milled into the side panel cable run is made 
of metal and is equipped with brush seals.

combinations

various

III

II

I



Width 1200 - 1600 mm
Depth 650 - 850 mm
Height 900 - 1200 mm

With the MODULAR II system you may design your workspace according 
to your preferences. Design and workmanship as well as equipment are at 
the highest level. The use of different table formations allows very creative 
solutions for group workspaces.

The well thought-out construction of the robust four-leg frame made of steel 
with open sides is really attractive for multifunctional use. Moved by four 
inside located hydraulic cylinders with a lifting capacity of 150 kg each the 
inner steel frame is sliding upwards like a telescope. The drawer containers are 
raised at the same time because they are firmly connected to the top plate.

Electrical height adjustment or by crank handle.

MODULAR II
Watchmaker’s bench model



I This tabletop made of solid beech with a surround-
ing milled groove contains an accurately fitted cable 
run with brush seal.

II Here you see a tabletop version with linoleum 
surface fascinating with a natural soft feel. Primarily 
it is ideally suited for final assembly. Additionally a 
Corian worktop is incorporated, a very robust solid 
surface material. This worktop is grindable, resistant 
against solvents, and it also can be replaced. 

III The highlight of this first-class leather armrest is 
the three dimensional adjustable ball joint.

options

versatile
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Width 1300 - 1600 mm
Depth 650 - 850 mm
Height 900 - 1200 mm

Be inspired by the many different options this highly stable and stylish two-
column table frame made of aluminium is offering. 

The MODULAR III series benefits from its highly modular construction and 
practicality. At the same time it is one of the strongest and most stable table 
frames in our product range. 

The total lifting capacity of 400 kg enables an electrical height adjustment 
up to 400 mm.

MODULAR III
Watchmaker’s bench model



I This tabletop with innovative Woodcoat treatment 
and surrounding fillet impresses with an extreme 
resistance against wear and tear. The modular rail for 
technical devices is flush mounted into the tabletop 
which gives you almost unlimited possibilities to set 
up your workspace. Whether subsequently adding 
technical accessories or converting workbenches for 
left-handed persons - being variable in placement and 
arrangement the modular rail for technical devices can 
be easily adapted to every manufacturing environment.

II Whether made of metal or wood - the MODUALR 
III series is compatible with all containers from our 
portfolio. One or two connected to the top plate 
drawer containers consist of smooth-running drawers 
with a large storage space.

solutions

smart

II

II

I



Width 1100 / 1450 mm
Depth 690 - 800 mm
Height 900 - 1050 mm

The very strong table frames belonging to our MODULAR IV series are all-
rounders that concentrate on what is essential. With two side stands made 
of solid hardwood the bench’s side view appears very closed. This model 
comes without height adjustment, two different bench sizes are available. 

Including a separate container line and an optional installation of customisable 
centre compartments MODULAR IV gives optimum conditions to work 
efficiently.

Goldsmith’s bench model

MODULAR IV



I This tabletop made of solid beech with a surround-
ing milled groove is equipped with a steel plate for 
mounting a wedge-shaped filing rest.

II A flush milled into the tabletop modular rail for 
technical devices allows to individually arrange all 
optional technical accessories.

III A modern, retractable docking station with USB 
port and additional sockets offers a maximum func-
tionality.

IV The central segment containing two drawers helps 
to collect filings and swarfs, additionally it serves as an 
extra workspace. A further drawer made of stainless 
steel is provided for soldering works.

variations

creative

IV
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Do you have your own ideas about design, 
arrangement and features?

Do you want to optimise your individual 
workflow? 

Do you have your own special requirements 
for your future workspace? 

Then we are the right partner for you.

UNIQUE III

Our great 
strength 
lies in 
customised 
solutions 
for high 
demands.

UNIQUE SYSTEM



We are 
looking 
forward to 
your 
specific 
enquiry.

The manufacturing and processing of our 
premium quality workspace systems is flexible 
and allows to meet your specific requirements.

We are encouraged by intensive exchanges 
with excellent master watchmakers and gold-
smiths over many years from which originate 
many own creations and developments. 

We offer workbenches and furnishings with 
convincing details, precisely manufactured 
according to your specifications.

BE INSPIRED! 



Width min. 1300 mm
Depth 650 - 800 mm
Height 900 - 1300 mm

Manufactured according to individual specifications model UNIQUE I fascinates 
by its rustic, but simultaneous lofty style.

This bench is conveniently height adjustable by a hand crank. It is made of 
solid oak and is finished with a luxurious coating. An upstand at three sides 
and a milled slot at the front of the tabletop are intended to collect small 
components. The integrated cable channel and main power switch facilitate 
a comfortable and well-organised working process.

Watchmaker’s bench

UNIQUE I



I Solid drawers including smart partitioning and 
storage compartments with smooth-running flap 
doors create space and keep everything tidy at your 
workspace.

II The table is hydraulic height adjustable from           
95 cm to 115 cm, operated by a retractable hand crank.

III The vice mount is permanently integrated to the 
tabletop.

custom-made

work tables

III

II

I



Width min. 1300 mm
Depth 700 - 800 mm
Height 900 - 1300 mm

UNIQUE II stands for a futuristic design and technical refinements at the 
highest level. This watchmaker’s bench is electrically height adjustable, and 
offers some outstanding features. 

Masterly workmanship and top-quality materials are the fundamental base 
for composing the table. 

For example the exclusive installation of an electrical armrest module provides 
a maximum level of ergonomically and efficiently working. According to specific 
customer needs another highlight was created: Two bar code scanners were 
installed under the worktop, and are covered with a flush mounted glass surface.

UNIQUE II
Watchmaker’s bench



I While developing UNIQUE II the aim was to make 
the table’s appearance suitable to the building, in 
which dominates a supporting structure made of 
solid spruce.

II A scratch-resistant surface coat on the tabletop 
and side panels in combination with classy spruce 
wood rounds off this modern designed watchmaker’s 
bench.

III The bench layout offers a lot of storage space. The 
size and arrangement of drawers were specifically 
fitted to individual workflows. 

design

unique
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Width min. 1300 mm
Depth 700 - 850 mm
Height 900 - 1300 mm

Our goldsmith’s bench UNIQUE III best suits the customer’s needs and fulfils 
highest demands. Particularly high requirements on technology were realised 
through a variety of custom-made detailed solutions.

This extreme stable workbench made of solid beech with a strongly varnished 
surface represents itself in a timeless and straightforward design.

The elegant four-column frame made of aluminium is height adjustable by 
electrically driven hydraulics, and completely panelled with solid wood. 

A stationary welding tool made of stainless steel, attachable armrests and 
the installation of a microscope are just a few examples that were considered 
while developing this concept in order to provide highest flexibility for 
various workflows.

Goldsmith´s bench

UNIQUE III



I Easy accessible electrics at the right and left 
front of the table with integrated USB ports, power 
socket, main switch and a multifunctional display for 
the electrical height adjustment ensure a comfortable 
and fast operation.

II The large and well thought-out storage space 
in the central workbench segment leaves nothing 
to be desired regarding a perfect work support. 
The scope ranges from a quickly accessible working 
drawer with a removable stainless steel tray to various 
pullout drawers for tools or as deposit up to specially 
manufactured pull-out units for cutters or pliers.

III Stable and smooth-running solid wooden drawers 
with stylish stainless steel fittings provide sufficient 
space for working materials and tools through their 
flexible drawer partitioning.

demands

highest
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Width min. 1100 mm
Depth 600 - 750 mm
Height 900 - 1100 mm

UNIQUE IV is a watchmaker’s bench of a very special kind. 

Specifically created for trade fairs and events: Behind this straightforward 
and superior design conceals an easily foldable watchmaker’s bench. 

UNIQUE IV
Watchmaker’s bench



Such an elegant piece manufactured from precious 
mahogany wood - combined with high functionality 
for mobile use - is second to none. 

The quality workmanship and its representative 
character give the wood its lively and shimmering 
surface. 

Retractable upholstered armrests and drawer units 
round off the discreet minimalistic design with masterly 
functionality.

solutions

flexible



Width min. 1300 mm
Depth 650 - 800 mm
Height 900 - 1100 mm

This luxurious watchmaker’s bench for boutiques, presentations and watch 
collectors is a real jewel in the eye of every beholder. 

Due to an extravagant application of high-grade pearwood with a combination 
of consistently fine solid wood and amber flamed burl veneer this bench with 
gilt brass fittings appears timelessly modern and noble.

UNIQUE V
Watchmaker’s bench



But there‘s more to it than that: A large number of small and big drawers, an integrated lamp and swivel-out 
armrests allow a comfortable working experience. A particular highlight is the optional closing possibility via roller 
shutter enabling the table being transported very easily. 

Forming a symbiosis of design and functionality UNIQUE V is perfectly suited for trade fairs and exhibitions.

The unique, harmoniously balanced shapes and curves as well as the careful wood selection and processing are 
evidences of an excellent joinery craft with top manufacturing quality.

insights
exclusive



Many of our workbenches are designed to be equipped with a laminar flow cabinet. This completely 
new developed Laminar Flow Box by BENCHALIST is an advanced solution, variable in dimensions, 
colour and design. Of course all technical specifications and requirements are fulfilled. 

Our different flow cabinet models including many options allow an easy customisation to your 
individual needs.

LAMINAR FLOW BOX

Have a look!



INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS!



MANUFACTURING & DELIVERY 

Your workbench is manufactured according to your 
specifications. Due to highest quality standards during 
the production process and a professional logistics 
system you can count on a reliable execution and 
delivery on time. 

SUPPORT & MAINTENANCE

Even after delivery our customer care provides you with 
a wide range of services. 

BENCHALIST offers a sustainable service including a 
reliable and guaranteed replacement of parts, accurate 
repair services and various upgrade options.

WE ARE BENCHALIST.

THIS IS OUR EXPERTISE.

BENCHALIST - 
ALL FROM ONE SOURCE.

OUR SERVICE ...

CONSULTING & PLANNING

Innovative solutions for individual customer needs. 

A competent consulting service from the very beginning 
and reliable contact persons constitute the BENCHALIST 
basis for a confident and long-term customer relationship.

We analyse your environment on-site, and following 
your ideas and expectations we together develop an 
ideal working base - adapted to your individual workflow.

An intensive flow of information between customer, 
consultant and production enables us to pool all our 
know how and competencies - in order to design a 
product that best matches your needs.

The conception of your workplace regarding layout, 
materials, functionalities and equipment we visualise 
with latest 3D software. At the same time we as much 
focus on an appealing and contemporary product design.



SWISS & FRANCE

Bureautech Allemann AG             
                
Solothurnstraße 126
2504 Biel / Bienne
Switzerland                 
                                
Tel. +41 32 344 63 20            
Fax +41 32 344 63 24

info@bureautech.ch  
                   
www.benchalist.ch        

... YOUR VALUE

GERMANY

RUDOLF FLUME Technik GmbH             
                
Hachestraße 66 
45127 Essen
Germany                 
                                
Tel. +49 201 18 99 0             
Fax +49 201 18 99 100

info@flume.de
                   
www.flume.de     

DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES

www.BENCHALIST.com
GÖRG MÖBELMANUFAKTUR  I Dresdner Straße 4 I 09526 Pfaffroda-Hallbach I Germany

PRODUCER I WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION
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